MIT Philosophy Prof Houston Smith Speaks Here Under Auspices Of SCA

Dr. Houston Smith, professor of philosophy at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will be the visiting SCA lecturer Wednesday.

This lecturer has devoted himself to exploring the revolutionary currents in Western thought of the last 50 years, and to the development of his own thought in his career to intellectual guilds: Between East and West, between the frontiers of education of the classroom and room and informal education via television.

Not a native of Indiana, but of Egyptian parents in Sowatch, Indiana, and a native of that state until the age of five, Dr. Smith's early years provided an environment adapted for substantial research in his special field of philosophical sciences and religions.

More recently, a seven-month trip around the world in 1957 enabled him to study the cultures of 19 countries.

While at Zwan Monastery

High points of this trip included residence in Iran's quarter century's collection of art and a visit to a fine art museum in Baghdad and Moscow.

Benefit Recital AIDS School Construction

Richard Jones, bass soloist and a Wooner graduate, will give a recital at 8:15 p.m. in Memorial Chapel Wednesday.

Winfred B. Logan of the speech department will also give a short humorous reading.

The Wooner Women's Junior League, sponsored by the school, for many years held its annual benefit, the first of a series of events to raise funds for the construction of a school building initially roused.

The Wooner County Rotary Club has accepted the building program as their project of the year.

There are still a limited number of tickets available, Students—$1.00, Tickets may call Mr. Logan or William Thompson, Knox.

Geologists Study Lake Erie Shore

A trip to a Kelly's Island to see glacial grooves was the most recent among the many activities of the Geology Club, under the direction of Charles R. McKe of the geology department.

About 20 people left the trip at 6:30 a.m. on Oct. 21 after a breakfast provided by Mrs. McKe.

In addition to the glacial grooves, beach ridges along the
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Lecturers Visit Campus For All-Day Celebration To Re-Dedicate Building

All-day activities celebrating the re-dedication of the Severance Hall will begin Tuesday, Nov. 8, with an address by Dr. Loyd hephey during chapel hour.

Afternoon Seminar

Two visiting professors, Dr. Herbert C. Brown of Purdue University and Dr. Harold T. Winters of the University of Chicago, will lead an afternoon session at 3:30 p.m. in Scott Audlmum on the Severance Suite and the Structures of Chemical Properties.

Dr. W. Albert Noyes of the University of Rochester will lecture in the evening; Dr. William F. Kieber of the Chemistry Department

Wooner Students Express Preferences For President In Mock Election Tuesday

Polls for the student body's mock presidential voting will open in the Student Senate building at 8 a.m. Tuesday morning and will close at 5:00 p.m. The polls will also be open from 7:00 to 8:00 that evening.

Panelists Discuss Indian Homeland After Will Dinner

A panel discussion led by George Dakinis will follow the Will Dinner meeting today at 5:30 p.m. in Lower Kasse.

George Dakinis, Will representive to the students and three students from Ohio will lead the panel discussion after the meal which is open to all students.

Mr. Dakinis has spent two years at Eastern Christian College in Allahabad, India, under the Will program. He taught biology and coached several sports.

Curry, beef and chutney, a curry, and beef, will be eaten for the dinner by Tom Ramsell, Jr., who has spent several years in India.

Tickets may be bought from dormitory or senior representations. Wooner Union is serving ticket sales offices.

Foundation Grant Purchases Prints

Twelve color prints, purchased by the Religion Department with part of a $10,665.00 Foundation Grant to be spent in the 1959-60 and 1960-61 two year period, are now being displayed in Kasse 201 and 202.

Several periods of art, numerous artists, and religions other than Christianity are represented. The Art Department assisted in the project and the final decision was made by the Religion Department.


In addition to the new purchases are Michelangelo's "Birth of Adam," "Peter and John," "Christ Mocked by the Sadlers," Rubens' "Sacred Conversation at the Sea of Galilee.

"CHRISTIAN SPECULAR RECORDS"

Sister flight take-off rules may result from the crash of the Sevenand passenger plane which is one of the California Spirit gyrate College Flight. The plane crashed shortly after taking off in a heavy fog from a Toledo airport.

SEVERANCE . . . The Chem Building before its restoration last year.

Senator To Conduct Problems' Meeting

A meeting of the Student Senate to discuss the nature of the political problem on the Wooner campus and possible solutions will be open to all students over Thursday, Nov. 30, at 7:15 in Common Hall.

As Monday's meeting Senator Larry Calobbe also announced that he had reached agreements with the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women about the course for opening Dental and Andrews lawn. The policy will still be in effect next year.

All students are urged to attend the meeting and the Senator's words to statement, which is a "repetition of pattern," will be scheduled for 10:00 a.m. on a Sunday morning of Parent Day next year and that three faculty members on the basis of departments are to be held under the address, in order to increase personal contact between faculty and parents.

Headline Highlights

lloyd Winters

"For Blow . . ." the Presidential candidates' final work week, both candidates should have elections at each other while at least South Carolina is willing to vote. Publicly, both Vice-President Nixon and Sen. Kennedy know that the election will be a close one. In Los Angeles, the gamblers give a slight edge to Kennedy.

Eisenhower Stumps . . .

Today, at noon, the President was scheduled to be in Cleveland to lead a Nixon rally.

UN Stokes Firm in Congo . . .

The U.N. Congo report reiterated that it would not take orders from any Congolese officials. This notice came after demands by certain U.N. delegates that a vote on the situation be held. The U.N. has also refused to ally itself with any faction of the conflict in this year's League of Nations' session.

Controls from Crash . . .

Stiff flight take-off rules may result from the crash of the Sevenand passenger plane which is one of the California Spirit Polygamy College Flight. The plane crashed shortly after taking off in a heavy fog from a Toledo airport.
Spirit of Dogpatch Past

Let us give a vote of thanks to those members of the faculty and student body who have served well and Dogpatch in the spirit in which they were created.

The sections work long and hard to create characters to mimic the fantasy. While Bill Bickell and Jeanne McFadden have contributed good and fun results as each candidate vies for the crown of Dogpatch.

A group of students joined for three days of pledging. The emphasis on (help, painting the Senate office, washing cars, cleaning rooms, showing off their careers), instead of hell shall be applauded, not deplored.
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Scots Back On Track; Easily Overwhelm “Cap”  

With Steve McClellan showing the way, the Scots put on a flowering offensive power last Saturday as they whipped Capital, 36-0, before a noisy Parents’ Day throng of 4,000.

McClellan scored three for 20 points and 16 yards, and gained 119 yards on the Scots. On the ground, it was the best showing of the Scots, as they rolled up 386 yards. Add to this 52 yards passing, and the Scots ran up a total of 439 yards on the Scots. McClellan scored all the touchdowns and one PAT run.

Steve’s touchdown was from the 9-yard line, where he was attempting to pass McClellan for the PAT, so the Scots led, 11-0.

Brace Breeders Again  

McClellan, the second with 20 points, fell on another White forehead and passed 34 points and nine yards. Sue plays 72 yards later 35 short distances on his line, and the Scots totaled 34 points on the Scots. McClellan scored all the touchdowns and one PAT run.

The Scots scored 20 points on the Scots, and the Scots totaled 34 points on the Scots. McClellan scored all the touchdowns and one PAT run.

Central State Sweeps Last Home Meet:  
New Course Record Set on Akron Soil  

Scots invaded Witten last Friday in the Scots’ final home cross-country meet of the season. Reputed to field an excellent squad of runners, the opposition faced an uphill battle to overcome. The Scots totaled first on the Scots. McClellan scored all the touchdowns and one PAT run.

Todays Triumphant over Denison 

DENISON 3, 19-45 victory.

The Scots totaled first on the Scots. McClellan scored all the touchdowns and one PAT run.

Two Bob Fislar Day  

The Scots totaled first on the Scots. McClellan scored all the touchdowns and one PAT run.

Friday and Saturday:  

“CAN-CAN”  

SUNDAY — WEDNESDAY  

“BIKE NIGHT”  

Today:  

HURRICANE Delays  

WASHINGTON:  

Yarns  

Come In and Inspect Our Selection of the Best in Knitting Yarns.

A Craft for Every Woman

A Color for Every Taste

Hosanna of Rhodes  

105 W. Vine St.

A Step Off Campus

9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Daily

KENTON 2-3333

Yarns

Sweaters, Socks, Slips, etc. — Short Lots and Broken Sizes of Yarns formerly selling from 12c to 14c...

New $9.99
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Collegians View Candidates, Issues

by Barbara Ellis Pegg

The 1960 election will be remembered by historians. I think as the year two young, impulsive, ambitious men run for presidency—and avoid the biggest opportunity of the campaign for their own personal gain. Each has a campaign theme. Nixon goes on to say, "This is not what we should do as Americans as we face our problems. We should not allow a candidate to be labeled as a 'pseudo.'" His theme is "Washington Is Not American by Politics." He'll Oil his theme repeatedly. Nixon has not been re-elected. The theme to be presented to the campus is "The Presidents." Nixon says, "I'll Oil my theme until the campaign is over."

"The basic theme that I'll Oil my theme with is the need for young people to be involved. We need their help in running this country. The young people are the future of this country. They are the ones who will be affected by the decisions that are made."

Morton's Costume Jewelry & Gifts

137 WEST LIBERTY STREET

Inexpensive Jewelry of Many Colored Semi-Precious Stones — Custom Made at No Extra Cost

Gifts of Ivory, Ceramics, etc.

Many of Oriental Design

SAME DAY DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE

at Cooper's One Hour Martizing

ON THE SQUARE

AGENTS ON CAMPUS

LOU BLACK — Douglas

SID LEECH — Livingston

REY HUTCH — Kentron

Additional Agents Wanted

SPECIAL RATES FOR GROUP PARTIES AT MARCO'S

FEE TO MEAL

OPEN 24 HOURS

Pick-up or Delivery.

"The crushing pressure of 2,000,000 psi"

At the General Motors Research Laboratories the 600-ton tetrahedral press exerts duplicate pressures which exist 600 miles beneath the earth's surface. The purpose is to study the combined effect of ultra-high pressure and temperature on the physical and chemical properties of known materials with an eye toward improving their properties or even creating new materials.

What happens to solids at pressures of 2,000,000 psi and 7,000 degrees F? General Motors has the research facilities required to answer these questions. In addition, GM offers experience and diversification to produce the young scientists and engineers with unlimited opportunity.

Automotive research, production engineering and manufacturing, electronics and automation are just a few of the many technical areas offered. You will be given every opportunity to concentrate on one, or if your interests are varied you may move into other disciplines. You will be in a position to tackle big jobs at GM because this is where important things are being done. It's your lifetime and it is ours as well.

Come and visit us at the General Motors Research Laboratories. Ask what kind of career opportunities exist for you. It may be the career you were looking for.